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Archaeology and Social Organisation 
-central to the basic functioning of any society 
-there must be agreements and rules about dealing with each other 
-1st A to determine nature = scale of society 
  -made easier by considering nature of its basic economy 
-standard classification devlpd by Elman Service gen. used as basis for categor. basic social 
struct.
  -good starting point 
Segmentary society 
-everyone is or claims to be related to each other 
-up to 1000 people
-settled farmers and pastoralists (nomadic or semi nom.)
-Rel. = Shamans still, but may have religious elders 
-Ag. soc. = group rituals, bring people together 
-burial mounds 
Chiefdom
-beginning to be hierarchical 
-broadly kinship based 
-maybe hereditary leader 
-central accum. and redistrib. 
-fortified centres 
-warrior class 
-formal warfare 
-ritual centres=foster group cohesion 

The Polity 
-to determine scale we need to know what was the largest social unit (polity)
-a politically independent or autonomous social unit which can comprise many lesser 
components 
-upper end=state based, lower= HG
Mobile HG's
-band members usually related
-no formal leaders
-no marked economic diff. among the group
-sites mainly seasonally occupied camps and special activity sites 
Segmentary Societies
Subsistence Famers/Nomadic Pastoralists
-village based groups 
-village survives because no. of diff. families cooperating together
  -trade, group activity 
  -each family should have own patch of land 
-larger than HG groups
-live largely on dom. plants and anim.
-generally multi-community societies
-Individual comm. integrated into the larger polity through kinship ties
-Typical settlement pattern for farmers is a village
-typ. settlement pattern for nomads is a portable tent, sometimes pitched in clusters 
Chiefdom 
-ranked societies based on tribal leader
-local spec. in craft prod.
-surplus produce given to chief
-physical centre of power
-permanent ritual and ceremonial centre 
Early States
-expect to have an urban centre
  -visible, fortified
  -then network of towns, villages and then land 
  -not always true
-ev. for craft speci. 
-complex religious monuments 
-ruler creates laws
-standing army
-society not all related by kinshio
-stratified into diff. classes
-mon. architecture including fortifications, temples and palaces
-priestly class
-Bureaucrats 
-Taxation
-Settlement hierarchy

What are the 4 classifications of a 
society?  

Describe the polity 

What is at the upper end and what at 
the lower? 


